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ABSTRACT
Many reputation management systems have been developed
under the assumption that each entity in the system will use
a variant of the same scoring function. Much of the previous
work in reputation management has focused on providing
robustness and improving performance for a given reputation scheme. In this paper, we present a reputation-based
trust management framework that supports the synthesis
of trust-related feedback from many different entities while
also providing each entity with the flexibility to apply different scoring functions over the same feedback data for customized trust evaluations. We also propose a novel scheme
to cache trust values based on recent client activity. To evaluate our approach, we implemented our trust management
service and tested it on a realistic application scenario in
both LAN and WAN distributed environments. Our results
indicate that our trust management service can effectively
support multiple scoring functions with low overhead and
high availability.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.4 [Computer-Communication Networks]: Distributed
Systems; K.6.5 [Management of Computing and Information Systems]: Security and Protection

General Terms
Experimentation, Performance, Security

Keywords
Reputation, service-oriented architectures, trust management

1.

INTRODUCTION

In open distributed environments, reputation-based trust
management systems enable one party to evaluate the trust
of another unknown party based on the feedback that the
unknown party has received during its previous transactions
with others [6, 22]. The reputation of the unknown party can
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determine whether or not it meets a minimum trust threshold for future interactions. For example, many participants
in online auction sites decide whether or not to enter into
transactions with buyers or sellers based on their reputations [1]. Over the past few years, many reputation systems
have emerged for applications ranging from e-commerce to
Web service selection to peer-to-peer file sharing [6, 12, 22,
21, 23, 14, 17, 8, 15].
Although previous work on existing reputation systems
has explored the efficacy and robustness of particular reputation scoring functions as well as algorithms for reputation management in completely decentralized environments,
very little attention has been given to supporting the synthesis of feedback from multiple entities while also supporting
the use of different reputation scoring functions by different entities over the same feedback data. Such flexibility
in choosing reputation scoring functions would be desirable
in an open infrastructure-centric environment hosting many
services with different requirements for trust.
For example, consider an infrastructure hosting many different services [3, 2]. In such an environment, each service
might have its own individual reputation-based trust metrics that it wants to apply to external clients when deciding
whether or not to process a request or perform a service on
behalf of a client. Similar to completely decentralized environments, infrastructure-centric environments might also
require scalability. However, infrastructure-centric environments do not have the additional requirement for complete
decentralization, which presents the opportunity for reputationbased trust management to be offered as an infrastructure
service distributed over multiple nodes.
To enable services to make customized trust level assessments of incoming requests from clients based on shared
feedback about that client’s previous interactions with other
services, we have designed and implemented a reputationbased trust management framework. Our trust management
framework stores feedback on previous service interactions
with clients and allows services to compute their own customized reputation scoring functions over the feedback collected. Specifically, we make the following contributions:
1. Support for multiple trust evaluation metrics: Since
different services might apply different trust evaluation
metrics, we developed a trust management service that
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supports multiple reputation scoring functions over the
same trust-related feedback shared from multiple services.
2. Trust evaluation caching: To reduce communication
overhead in our trust management framework, we developed algorithms for caching trust evaluation results
using Bloom histograms. Our experimental results
show that our trust value caching can significantly improve performance.
3. Usable API for application developers: The API for
our trust management service provides methods for reporting feedback and evaluating trust over the synthesized trust data. The trust management service frees
application developers from writing their own trust
management software components.

Figure 1: Trust Management Framework
caller wants to apply for the client’s trust evaluation. Trust
level evaluations are described in Section 2.4.

4. Service implementation, deployment, and evaluation:
Our trust management service has been implemented
and deployed in both LAN and WAN distributed environments comprising several nodes with a realistic
Web services application scenario.

report( Client id, InvocationRecord feedback );
evaluate( Client id, ScoringFunction function );
Since our trust management framework must support a
large infrastructure, we have also designed the TMS to span
multiple distributed nodes to support scalability and high
availability. Due to the potential increase in communication
and processing overhead during trust evaluations, we have
also developed efficient algorithms to support the caching of
trust level evaluations to reduce overhead. An overall view of
a large-scale service infrastructure using the TMS appears
in Figure 1. In Figure 1, external clients make requests
to service nodes. These service nodes, which host one or
more services, will use the TMS API to report feedback and
request trust evaluations from the TMS nodes.

In the next section, we present the design of our trust management framework. Section 3 describes the implementation
of a prototype for our trust management service. Section 4
presents our experimental evaluation, which indicates that
our trust management service can be effectively integrated
into a realistic application with low overhead and high availability. Related work appears in Section 5. Finally, our
conclusions are presented in the last section.

2.

TRUST MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK

2.2

In this section, we first present an overview of our trust
management framework for combining feedback from multiple services while still supporting custom trust level evaluations by each individual service. After providing a high-level
overview, we then present our assumptions and the individual components of our trust management framework.

Assumptions

In our trust management framework, we make several assumptions. The first assumption that we make is that clients
do not mask their malicious behavior by spreading it across
an unlimited number of identities (i.e., no Sybil attacks [9]).
This assumption is common to many reputation management systems [21, 8]. The second assumption that we make
is that there is secure communication between the services
and the trust management service instances. For secure
communication between services, the infrastructure hosting
the services can issue digital certificates to each service and
trust management service instance to enable public key cryptography for confidentiality and authentication. This would
prevent clients from impersonating a legitimate service to
report false feedback or initiate a flood of trust evaluation
requests. Since our framework is reputation-based, our attack model only considers attacks that can be characterized
by negative feedback (e.g., a client not paying for an ordered
item). Other attacks, such as SQL injection or buffer overflow, are beyond the scope of this work. Lastly, we assume
that the possibility of services intentionally reporting bad
feedback is handled by the scoring functions as described in
Section 2.9.

2.1 Overview
In a large-scale infrastructure hosting many different services (such as [3, 2]), assessing the level of trust in incoming requests can enhance the protection of the services by
identifying requests from clients with poor transaction histories. In an open system without credentials issued to clients,
reputation-based trust management allows services to make
trust level assessments based on the previous behavior of a
client. Specifically, services within the infrastructure should
be able to deny requests from clients with a history of initiating bad transactions at one or more other services.
Our trust management service (TMS) synthesizes trustrelated feedback reported from multiple services based on
their previous interactions with clients. Unlike many reputation systems that consider a single distributed application
with a single reputation-based trust metric, the TMS allows
each service to make trust level assessments with its own
individual custom reputation scoring function.
The TMS API consists of two methods. The first parameter to both methods is the client’s identifier. The second parameter to report(), which is described in Section
2.3, contains transaction feedback. The second parameter
to evaluate() is the reputation scoring function that the

2.3

Collecting Feedback

In our trust management framework, the past behavior of
a client is represented as a collection of service invocation
history records. Each service invocation history record consists of the following fields: client C that initiated the transaction, service S invoked by C during the transaction, nor-
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Table 1: Service Invocation History Records
Service
Example Record
Online auction OA (C1 ,OA,−0.4,{amount=20.50})
Video hosting V H
(C2 ,V H,+1.0,{length=90})
Bookseller B
(C3 ,B,0.0,{items=3,amount=30.00})

malized feedback Fdbk on the transaction (i.e., a feedback
value ranging from −1 being the most negative to +1 being
the most positive), and zero or more optional attributes in a
(possibly empty) set of attributes Attrs. Since transactions
for different services might have very different trust-related
attributes, we have chosen to include optional attributes to
provide additional contextual information that can be used
later by the scoring functions. For example, an online auction service might record the dollar amount of a transaction
corresponding to the winning bid. A video hosting service
might record the length of the video in seconds. An online bookseller might record both the total dollar amount of
an online purchase and the number of items to be shipped.
Some service invocation history records for these three scenarios appear in Table 1.
Service invocation history records are created and reported
using the following steps.

Assessing Trust

Since each service hosted within the infrastructure might
have its own individual notion of trust for external clients,
services supply their custom reputation scoring functions to
be evaluated by the TMS using the service invocation history records stored at the TMS. In addition to the client
identifier C and feedback value F dbk, the reputation scoring functions can consider many other parameters in the
service invocation history records including the service S reporting the feedback as well as any of the attributes Attrs.
Based on the reputation score computed, services can determine whether or not the reputation of the client making
the request exceeds its minimal trust threshold to grant the
request. The following steps are performed by services to
evaluate the trust level of external clients.
1. Whenever a service S receives a request from some
client C, it can send its custom reputation scoring
function FS defined over a collection of service invocation history records along with the client identifier
C to the TMS.
2. Upon receiving (C,FS ) from some service S, the TMS
will compute FS over the collection of C’s service invocation history records and return the resulting reputation score RepC = FS (C) to S.

1. If a client C completes a transaction with service S,
then S will create a service invocation history record
H = (C, S, F dbk, Attrs).1

3. S will decide whether or not to grant the service request to C based on its own minimum trust threshold TS and RepC computed from FS (i.e., grant if
RepC ≥ TS ).

a. F dbk is the normalized transaction feedback value.
b. Attrs is the set of optional attributes.

Since feedback on all client transactions is stored at the
TMS, each service can apply its own reputation scoring function to an aggregate view of a client’s overall behavior rather
than being restricted to a partial view based on the service’s
local interactions.

2. Once service invocation history record H has been created, service S will report H to the TMS.
In the service infrastructure, each service has a partial
view of client behavior based on its local interactions with
each client. By reporting feedback to the TMS, each service
can report feedback on these local interactions to the TMS.
Each client’s aggregate behavior will then be available for
trust level evaluations by all services.

2.3.1

2.4

2.5

Customizing Reputation

Since many reputation systems only consider a single application with a single reputation metric, one of our primary
goals was to allow services to compute their own customized
reputation scoring functions over the trust-related feedback
data collected by the TMS. This would allow services with
different trust requirements to make different trust level assessments for a client with the same given behavior. Example 1 illustrates how two different scoring functions can be
used to make different trust level assessments by two services W and X over the same transaction history data for
some client C, who has previously invoked services M , N ,
and P .
In Example 1, although the minimum trust threshold TX
for X is lower than TW for W , the service W would actually
grant a future request from C while service X would deny
the request. The reason for these two different trust level
assessments for the same transaction history is that each service uses scoring functions that place emphasis on different
transaction attributes. Specifically, service W is only interested in transactions initiated by C that invoked M at some
point in the service path attribute. In contrast, service X
weights transaction feedback by the monetary amount of the
transaction specified with the amount attribute. This scoring function FX has some similarities to PeerTrust, which
we explain in more detail in Section 3.3.2 [21].

Composite Scenarios

In a service-oriented environment, a single transaction initiated by a client might actually invoke many different services rather than a single service. The list of composite
services invoked during a transaction might provide some
additional context for certain trust level assessments. For
example, a scoring function might only want to consider
feedback for transactions passing through some service W
although no transactions actually terminate at W .
The TMS can handle such composite scenarios by using
a special attribute called path that contains the sequence
of invoked services during the transaction. The last service
in path, which will report feedback for the transaction, will
appear as the service S in the service invocation history
record. An example of a path attribute from a transaction
that invoked three services S1 , S2 , and S3 would be path =
S1 → S2 → S3 .
1
The record H will not be created until F dbk and Attrs
can be completely determined. For example, there might be
a delay between a client requesting a service and detecting
that the client did not send payment to the service, which
would affect feedback for the transaction.
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Example 1. Customization

Replication can be used to enhance availability. In a system with N trust management service instances, each trust
management service instance tid will replicate all newly reported service invocation history records on up to K nodes
where K ≤ N − 1. If replication is used and we assume
that nodes are ordered tid = 0, ..., N − 1, the K nodes that
will receive the replicas from tid are (tid + i) mod N for
i = 1, ..., K. This is similar to the replication scheme used
in at least one particular distributed hash table [19].
In the trust management service, whenever a service S
wants to report a service invocation history record or request a trust score evaluation for some client C, then it will
first make an attempt with the primary trust management
service instance tid for that client C. If the remote call for
the report or evaluation from S to tid times out, then S will
contact the replicas in order (tid + i) mod N for i = 1, ..., K
as necessary until a TMS node responds. Whenever a previously unavailable trust management service instance becomes available, it will contact its K replicas to recover any
lost data that was reported to its replicas during its downtime.

P

FW (C) =
trans.F dbk for all trans initiated by C
where M P
 trans.Attrs.path
FX (C) =
trans.Attrs.amount · trans.F dbk
for all trans initiated by C
Minimum trust threshold TW = 1
Minimum trust threshold TX = 0
TMS record H1 : (C, M, 1, {amount = 10.00,
path = J → K → L → M })
TMS record H2 : (C, N, −1, {amount = 20.00})
TMS record H3 : (C, P, 0.5, {path = M → P })
FW (C) = 1 + 0.5 = 1.5,
so W will grant request to C
FX (C) = 10(1) + 20(−1) = −10,
so X will deny request to C

2.6

Load Balancing

2.8

Due to the potentially large number of clients and transactions, it will be necessary for multiple nodes to collectively
provide the trust management service. In our trust management framework, we use consistent hashing to uniquely
map all of the service invocation history records for a particular client to a particular node running an instance of
the trust management service. Consistent hashing has previously been used for some distributed hash tables [16, 19,
18, 11, 24].
Assuming that each service knows all the service names
and corresponding identifiers for the trust management service instances in the infrastructure, the services can use some
discovery service (e.g., UDDI) to locate a given trust management service instance. In our trust management framework, the following steps are performed for load balancing
during feedback collection or trust level evaluation.
1. Whenever service S wants to report feedback or request a trust level assessment for some client C, it
will locally determine the trust management service
instance identifier tid = hash(C) where hash is a consistent hash based on a cryptographic hash function
(e.g., SHA-1 or MD5).
2. The feedback report or trust level assessment request
from S will be sent to trust management service tid,
which is the trust management service instance responsible for C’s service invocation history records.

2.8.1

Bloom Histograms

Bloom histograms were originally developed to approximate XML path frequency distributions during cost-based
XML query optimization [20]. Essentially, Bloom histograms
are histograms where each bin has associated membership
information represented as a Bloom filter [7]. As we describe
in the next section, we use Bloom histograms to approximate
recent client activity with a compact representation.
The histograms that we use in our variation of Bloom
histograms consist of an array of cells where each cell has a
frequency count for the number of values that fall within the
range of that cell. Each histogram cell’s range is specified
by an upper bound with cell membership approximated by
a Bloom filter associated with each cell.
A Bloom filter is a compact representation of set member-

3. Trust management service instance tid will manage
service invocation history records similar to the methods discussed in Sections 2.3 and 2.4.

2.7

Trust Level Caching

Although supporting arbitrary reputation scoring functions defined over service invocation history records allows
services to have greater flexibility in evaluating the trust
level of external clients compared to many existing approaches,
it could also increase the overall average response time of a
service if that service evaluates the reputation of a client on
each incoming request.
In order to improve performance, we describe an approach
in this section that allows services to use previously evaluated trust assessment values until a client has initiated
enough transactions to change its trust level assessment.
Unlike the simple trust caching scheme used in [21], the
TMS only requires fresh trust evaluations when necessary
based on the amount of recent client activity. To determine
the recent activity of a client, the trust management service
instances periodically share data synopses with services in
the infrastructure. Each data synopsis is an approximation
of the number of new service invocation history records generated by each client. Specifically, we use Bloom histograms
for the approximation [20]. In the next subsection, we will
describe the Bloom histograms data structure. In the following subsection, we will describe how approximate trust level
assessment is accomplished by using previously computed
trust values.

Availability

In order to support high availability, the trust management service must handle the possibility of one or more trust
management service instances crashing. If a node hosting an
instance of the trust management service becomes unavailable, then all of the service invocation history records managed by that node will also become unavailable for trust level
evaluations. Also, any service invocation history records
that should be reported to some crashed instance would be
lost during the downtime.
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Example 2. Approximation

Example 3. Constructing Bloom Histogram

Minimum trust
P threshold TW S = 0
FW S (C) =
trans.F dbk for all trans initiated by C

Recent Service Invocation History Records (Step 1)
(C1 , W S, F dbk, {}), (C2 , W S, F dbk, {}), (C2 , W S, F dbk, {})
(C3 , W S, F dbk, {}), (C3 , W S, F dbk, {}), (C3 , W S, F dbk, {}),
(C4 , W S, F dbk, {}), (C4 , W S, F dbk, {}), (C4 , W S, F dbk, {}),
(C4 , W S, F dbk, {})

Case 1: Suppose Rep1 (C) = 100 and X = 5
Case 2: Suppose Rep2 (C) = −100 and X = 5

Frequency Table (Step 2)
(Client:C1 , Count:1)
(Client:C2 , Count:2)
(Client:C3 , Count:3)
(Client:C4 , Count:4)

ship [7]. Bloom filters consist of m bits initially set to 0 with
k hash functions that hash inputs into the range [0, m − 1].
To insert an element x into the Bloom filter, we set each
bit indexed by hash function hashi (x) for i = 1, ..., k to the
value 1. An element x is considered to be a member of a
Bloom filter if each bit indexed by hashi (x) for i = 1, ..., k
is equal to 1. The possibility of false positives exists in
Bloom filters, but false negatives are impossible. Specifically, a Bloom filter with m bits and k hash functions storing
n elements has a false positive probability of (1 − ekn/m )k
during a membership test [7, 10].

2.8.2

Bloom Histogram (Step 3)
(Elements:BF ({C1 , C2 }), Upper bound:2)
(Elements:BF ({C3 , C4 }), Upper bound:4)

Approximating Trust Levels

The Bloom histograms used by the TMS approximate the
frequency distribution of the number of new service invocation records generated by clients during the last P transactions at some trust management service instance. Assume
some service WS and some client C. Depending on the
scoring function used by WS and the number of new transactions initiated by C, it might not be necessary to compute
a new trust score for C. For example, if eBay is the scoring
function used by WS, then the maximum positive feedback
that C can receive is +1 per transaction and the maximum
negative feedback that C can receive is −1 per transaction.
Therefore, the scenarios in Example 2 would not require WS
to re-evaluate C’s trust level using scoring function FW S if
C has initiated X new transactions since its last evaluation.
In the first case from Example 2, C’s current trust level
would be 95 in the worst case, which exceeds the minimum
threshold to grant the request. Similarly, in the second case,
C’s current trust level would be −95 in the best case, which
would not exceed the minimum threshold to grant the request. Since the reputation score evaluation will lead to the
same trust assessment by WS using the previous trust score,
then there is no need to re-evaluate the score for C given its
current trust level and the number of new transactions since
its last trust level evaluation.
Given X recent transactions from some client and its current reputation score, best-case and worst-case estimators
can determine the best/worst possible scores by simulating
the scoring function with the best/worst possible feedback
for the past X transactions. We implemented best-case and
worst-case estimators for three different scoring functions,
which are described in Section 3. These estimators allow
services to determine when a new trust evaluation needs to
be initiated for a client.
Using Bloom histograms to estimate the number of transactions initiated by each client, each service can decide whether
or not to re-evaluate the trust level of a particular client.
Since each client is uniquely assigned to one TMS instance,
then that TMS instance can locally determine the number
of new transactions initiated by that client based on the reported service invocation history records. For each group of
P service invocation history records, the TMS instance will
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generate a frequency table mapping each client appearing
in those P records to the number of transactions initiated
by that client. Here, P refers to the transaction period at
the TMS. The Bloom histogram is then computed from the
frequency table. Example 3 illustrates how a collection of
service invocation history records can be transformed into
a Bloom histogram. Assume for a set of elements S that
BF (S) represents the Bloom filter for the elements in S.
After every P transactions reported at a TMS instance,
that TMS instance will send Bloom histograms to services
that have recently requested trust score evaluations. Each
service will maintain the most recent reputation score for
each client seen as well as an estimate of the amount of
recent activity for that client based on Bloom histogram
updates from the TMS.
To estimate the amount of recent activity for each client
with a previously evaluated trust value, upon receiving a
new Bloom histogram update from the TMS, each service
will check for client membership in the Bloom histogram
bins in order starting with the highest upper bound going
down to the lowest upper bound.
The Bloom histogram bins are checked from highest upper bound to lowest upper bound so that Bloom filter false
positives in the Bloom histogram bins will lead a service
to overestimate recent client activity rather than underestimate. Overestimation might lead to unnecessary trust level
evaluations, which could increase the load on the TMS, but
it will not help malicious clients mask their behavior by underestimating their recent activity.

2.9

Handling Malicious Services

In our trust management framework, malicious client behavior is addressed by services providing negative feedback
ratings on previous interactions with those clients. Another
concern is handling malicious services. For example, malicious services might collude to deliberately provide inaccurate feedback in order to boost the reputation of bad
clients or hurt the reputation of good clients. Malicious
services might also suppress their feedback to be disruptive. To handle inaccurate feedback, some reputation metrics consider the credibility of the feedback sources explicitly
or implicitly [21, 15]. In the case of feedback suppression,
PeerTrust is an example of a reputation metric that captures
community-context factors, such as willingness to provide
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feedback [21]. Since the TMS is flexible enough to support
customized reputation metrics, services can optionally add
components from existing reputation metrics to their own
custom scoring function to handle feedback credibility and
suppression. A default implementation of popular predicates
(e.g., PeerTrust credibility) can be provided by the TMS to
make scoring function customization easier.

3.

exchange for payment, (2) all requested items appeared in
catalog, but not all items could be successfully shipped, and
(3) some items requested do not even appear in the catalog.
These outcomes correspond to positive, neutral, and negative feedback, respectively. The reason that shipped items
are considered positive is because a payment has been made.
Items unavailable for shipment that appeared in the catalog are considered neutral because no payments are made,
but the customer is not at fault for selecting items that appeared in the catalog. Negative transactions are considered
to be those transactions where the customer is trying to purchase items that do not exist in the catalog, because such
repeated activity might indicate a client attempting to waste
resources within the services infrastructure.
Although our prototype only considers one particular type
of attack for our performance evaluation (i.e., clients intentionally ordering non-existent items to waste infrastructure
resources), the TMS design is general enough to be easily
extended for other types of attacks for different applications
(e.g., posting spam on some user-generated content hosting
service or non-payment to an e-commerce site).

PROTOTYPE IMPLEMENTATION

We implemented a prototype of our trust management
service and evaluated it within a realistic composite Web
service application scenario. In our prototype implementation, we included multiple reputation scoring functions. In
the next three subsections, we will describe the application
scenario, our specific prototype implementation details, and
the various scoring functions used.

3.1

Supply Chain Management

With input from multiple companies (including IBM, Intel, Oracle, SAP, and others), the Web Services Interoperability Organization defined a standard Supply Chain Management (SCM) application [5]. The SCM application consists of the following components: consumers (i.e., ”clients”
in our framework), retailers, warehouses, and manufacturers. Each retailer, warehouse, and manufacturer corresponds
to a Web service. The consumer submits an order consisting of line items to the retailer. Each line item identifies a
product and the corresponding quantity to be ordered. The
retailer goes through each line item and finds a warehouse
with sufficient stock to ship the line item. This warehouse
will then ship the line item to the consumer. Each warehouse has some minimum inventory level for each product
and will order additional items from the manufacturer whenever inventory levels fall below this threshold for a particular
product.
We used Java Remote Method Invocation (RMI) to build
our prototype SCM application for both simulations on a
single machine and distributed experiments involving multiple nodes in LAN and WAN environments. A productionquality SCM implementation could use other technologies,
such as the Java Web Services Developer Pack.

3.2

3.3

Scoring Functions

Since our trust management framework is designed to support different services using different reputation metrics, we
implemented three reputation scoring functions for our prototype. Each function is described in this section.

3.3.1

eBay

Both buyers and sellers are allowed to provide feedback
on their auction transactions with other buyers and sellers
on eBay [1]. The eBay scoring function is a summation
of positive (+1), neutral (0), and negative (−1) feedback
values used for the online auction site. Users with higher
eBay scores are considered to have higher reputations. The
eBay feedback ratings are added up to determine a client’s
overall reputation according to the eBay scoring function.
This overall reputation can be used by potential buyers and
sellers to determine whether or not to purchase/sell an item
from/to another eBay user.

3.3.2

Trust Management Service

PeerTrust

PeerTrust is a reputation management system for peer-topeer networks [21]. The PeerTrust model presents a trust
metric based on the following five features: feedback from
other peers, number of transactions completed, credibility of
feedback, transaction context factor, and community context factor. The transaction context factor represents the
importance of the transaction (e.g., transactions involving
more money should receive more weight). The community
context factor represents ”community-specific” information
that should be taken into account (e.g., willingness to provide feedback to benefit the overall community).
The general trust metric T (u) for some peer u appears in
the following Equation 1 from [21].

Our current version of the TMS is also implemented using
Java RMI with an interface that provides the two functions
for our TMS API described in Section 2.1. The first function
allows services to report service invocation history records
to the TMS by passing a client identifier and a Java object
representation of a service invocation history as a parameter. The service invocation history record information is
then stored by the TMS. The second function allows services to perform reputation-based trust level assessments by
requesting that the TMS evaluate a client’s reputation by
passing a client identifier and a Java object representation
of their custom scoring function as parameters.
In order to evaluate our trust management service, we enhanced our implementation of the basic SCM application by
providing the TMS as an additional service. All of the services in the SCM application were modified to pass along
service invocation history records in addition to their regular functionality. For our prototype, we assumed that all
client requests for a particular line item would lead to one of
the following outcomes: (1) all requested items shipped in

I(u)

T (u) = α ·

X

S(u, i) · Cr(p(u, i)) · T F (u, i) + β · CF (u) (1)

i=1

I(u) represents the total number of transactions performed
by some peer u with other peers in a given time window and
p(u, i) represents the other peer in the ith transaction of
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peer u. S(u, i) denotes the normalized amount of user satisfaction peer u receives from p(u, i) in its ith transaction.
Cr(v) denotes the credibility of feedback received from peer
v. T F (u, i) denotes the adaptive transaction context factor
for peer u’s ith transaction and CF (u) denotes the adaptive
community factor. The variables α and β are weight factors.
Our particular implementation of PeerTrust treats each
service as a peer. We ignored the community factor CF (u)
(i.e., we set β = 0 from Equation 1). This is the basic metric
with transaction context mentioned in [21]. We also assumed
that the credibility Cr(v) of each service was static and equal
to 1. The possibility of malicious services providing bad
feedback can be handled by adjusting the credibility factor.

3.3.3

order()

report()
evaluate()
TMS Nodes
Varied from 0 to 3 for both scenarios

Figure 2: SCM with TMS Deployment

Exponentially Weighted Moving Average

represents services deployed in LAN environments, such as
data centers. PlanetLab represents services distributed over
WAN environments, such as the Internet. For each experiment, we added between zero and three instances of the
trust management service to the SCM application. We considered the following modes: no TMS, TMS without caching,
and TMS with caching. When the TMS was used, the scoring function was eBay. Our Trusted ILLIAC experiments
consisted of between twelve and fifteen nodes. Our PlanetLab experiments consisted of between nine and twelve
nodes. All PlanetLab nodes were located at different institutions throughout the United States. The exact number of
nodes involved in each experiment depended on the number
of TMS nodes, which varied from zero to three.
In the SCM application, when the TMS was used without
caching, the retailer would invoke a TMS node to evaluate
each incoming request from the client before ordering a shipment from the warehouse. When the TMS was used with
Bloom histogram-based caching, the retailer would evaluate incoming requests only when necessary according to the
methods described in Section 2.8. The transaction period
(defined in Section 2.8.2) was 100 for all experiments where
TMS caching was used. The Bloom histograms for these
experiments had 5 bins with 32 bits per bin (i.e., 20 bytes
total) and 4 hash functions.
To evaluate end-to-end latency and overall system throughput on a realistic application, we had 100 client threads from
a single machine make one hundred random requests for
items to the SCM application hosted on either the Trusted
ILLIAC or PlanetLab. The Trusted ILLIAC deployment of
the SCM application ran four retailers, four warehouses, and
four manufacturers. The PlanetLab deployment of the SCM
application ran three retailers, three warehouses, and three
manufacturers. The number of TMS service instances varied between zero and three. For these experiments, we also
examined the effect of using multiple TMS nodes both with
and without caching.
The results in Figure 3 indicate that the additional latency when the TMS is used is not significant in LAN environments. In contrast, there is additional latency when the
TMS is used in WAN environments. However, Figure 3 also
indicates that caching can significantly reduce the end-toend latency in WAN environments. Increasing the number
of TMS nodes also seems to significantly reduce the latency
in WAN environments.
As we expected, using the TMS decreases throughput in
our experiments (shown in Figure 4), but increasing the
number of TMS nodes and caching trust values lead to performance improvements for both the Trusted ILLIAC (i.e.,

x−2 = x−1 = 1
Rep0 = 0
Repi+1 = (1 − θ)x
( i + θRepi
0.75 if xi , xi−1 , xx−2 < minf eedback
where θ =
0.95, otherwise
The intuition behind using the adaptive smoothing constant θ in the above EWMA is that we want a user’s reputation to quickly degrade in response to three or more consecutive transactions below the minimum threshold feedback
value minf eedback . On the other hand, we want reputations
to increase slowly in response to a series of good transactions
that fall at or above minf eedback . Although EWMA is very
aggressive in reducing client reputations quickly, users with
consistently good transactions are more easily identified.

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

To evaluate our trust management service, we ran several experiments in both LAN and WAN distributed environments using nodes from the Trusted ILLIAC cluster [13]
and the PlanetLab wide area network testbed [4]. We also
ran several simulations of our prototype on a single machine.
We will first provide some Trusted ILLIAC and PlanetLab
results that explore the effects of the trust management service on request latency and throughput for a real application
distributed over both local-area network and wide-area network environments. Next, we will present simulation results
to measure the effects of Bloom histogram-based trust evaluation caching on communication savings as well as its effects
on the accuracy for different scoring functions. Finally, we
will present simulation results to evaluate the availability of
the TMS when one or more nodes crash.

4.1

replenish()

100
Retailer
Warehouse
Manufacturer
Emulated
Nodes
Nodes
Nodes
Clients
Trusted ILLIAC:4 Trusted ILLIAC:4 Trusted ILLIAC:4
PlanetLab:3
PlanetLab:3
PlanetLab:3

In order to test a new user-defined custom scoring function, we developed a third reputation metric, which is an
exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA) of the series of feedback ratings xi for a particular client with an
adaptive smoothing constant θ:

4.

ship()

Latency and Throughput

In order to evaluate the effect of the trust management
service on the end-to-end latency and throughput of a real
application, we deployed our implementation of the SCM
application on both the Trusted ILLIAC cluster and PlanetLab testbed. Figure 2 depicts our deployment of the TMS
with the SCM application. The Trusted ILLIAC cluster
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Figure 3: Latency (LAN and WAN)
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Figure 4: Throughput (LAN and WAN)

LAN) and PlanetLab (i.e., WAN) deployments. Our experimental results show that even a small number of TMS nodes
can come close to the performance of using no TMS nodes
at all. Due to our load balancing scheme described in Section 2.6, if the TMS had been more of a bottleneck in our
experiments, then we would have expected to see greater
performance improvements with the addition of each TMS
node.

4.2

Different Scoring Functions

To compare trust level assessments and the effects of Bloom
histogram-based caching for different scoring functions, we
ran simulations with all three scoring functions. For our
simulations, we created an SCM application scenario with
ten retailers, ten warehouses, ten manufacturers, and ten instances of the trust management service. Each simulation
also had 1000 clients where each client has an activity probability AP and issued approximately AP · 100 transactions to
randomly chosen retailers. Each simulation used the same
random transaction workload.
Each transaction in the simulations had an optional attribute amount that corresponds to the total monetary amount
of the transaction based on the line items and their corresponding prices in the catalog for the SCM application. The
attribute amount is only used by the PeerTrust scoring function as a transaction context factor. To create different types
of behavior, each client is assigned a probability M alprob for
issuing a malicious transaction. As described in Section 3.2,
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a malicious transaction attempts to order items that do not
appear in the catalog.
To study the effect that different scoring functions might
have on trust level assessments for the same collection of service invocation history records, we determined the request
rejection rate for different scoring functions in different client
behavior categories. Each client behavior category falls into
ten bins characterized by their average M alprob. As shown
in Figure 5, the rejection rate for each scoring function increases as the probability of issuing a malicious transaction
increases for the different categories. However, Figure 5 also
shows that different scoring functions might lead to different
trust level assessments, which supports our goal of providing flexibility in our trust management framework for services with different trust requirements. For example, since
EWMA aggressively lowers a client’s reputation after consecutive negative transactions, its rejection rate is higher
than the other two scoring functions as shown in Figure 5.
Since trust level caching (as described in Section 2.8) would
be expected to reduce the number of requests for trust level
evaluations (i.e., reduce communication overhead) at the
cost of a possible reduction in accuracy, we explore the effects that different transaction periods at the TMS nodes
might have on different scoring functions. Shorter transaction periods at the TMS nodes should give services more
up-to-date information regarding recent client activity. In
general, we expect shorter periods to lead to better accuracy at the cost of more trust level evaluations and more
Bloom histogram updates. Similar to our distributed experiments, we used Bloom histograms containing 5 bins with 32
bits per bin (i.e., only 20 bytes total) and 4 hash functions.
The total number of updates sent from the TMS nodes
to other nodes during the simulations for different periods
appears in Figure 6. The transaction period represents the
number of transactions that a TMS node will receive between sending Bloom histogram updates to the services.
In Figures 7 and 8, we show the trade-off between communication overhead and the accuracy of trust level evaluations
for three different scoring functions when Bloom histogrambased caching is used. For each transaction period, we consider the following metrics for different scoring functions:
false grant rate, false denial rate, and trust evaluation rate.
The false grant rate is the fraction of requests granted based
on cached trust values when the request should be denied
based on the actual trust value. The false denial rate is
the fraction of requests denied based on cached trust values when the request should be granted based on the actual trust value. The trust evaluation rate is the fraction
of requests that trigger a new trust level evaluation based
on best-case/worst-case estimators for a particular scoring
function and the client’s recent activity as described in Section 2.8.2. Ideally, the rate for false grants and denials
should be low for good accuracy. The trust evaluation rate
should also be low to reduce communication overhead.
Our results indicate that shorter transaction periods lead
to higher accuracy (shown in Figure 7) at the cost of higher
communication overhead (shown in Figure 8). In Figure 8,
EWMA has a higher trust evaluation rate than the other two
functions due to its aggressive response to negative feedback.
In Figure 7, the false grant and denial rate of all three scoring
functions is extremely low until the transaction period equals
2000. Even when the transaction period is 2000 or above,
the false grant and denial rates do not exceed 3% for any of
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Figure 5: Rejection Rates
10000

the three scoring functions used (i.e., eBay, PeerTrust, and
EWMA).
Our simulation results demonstrate how three different
scoring functions, which were implemented in our prototype,
can lead to three different rejection rates for the same workload. Of the three scoring functions, EWMA had the most
aggressive rejection rate. Our simulation results also indicate that Bloom histogram-based caching can effectively reduce communication overhead with a slight reduction in accuracy for three different scoring functions. Bloom histogrambased caching reduced communication overhead more for
eBay and PeerTrust, than for EWMA.

the degree of replication, P rob is the probability of a TMS
node crashing, Crashes is the number of actual TMS node
crashes during the simulation, F ailures is the number of
failed TMS invocations, and Records is the total number of
TMS records maintained in the system.
As shown in Table 2, even a small degree of replication
can tolerate a substantial number of TMS nodes crashing.
For example, a single replica can handle up to 2 out of 10
TMS nodes crashing without any failures. Two replicas can
handle up to 5 out of 10 TMS nodes crashing without any
failures. As expected, the number of records that must be
maintained increases as the degree of replication increases.

Number of Updates

Figure 6: Bloom Histogram Updates

Table 2: Robustness to TMS Node Crashes
K P rob Crashes F ailures Records
0
0.2
2
13857
47571
0
0.4
4
28617
42667
0
0.6
5
36922
39955
1
0.2
2
0
92635
1
0.4
4
13857
85024
1
0.6
5
13860
84581
2
0.2
2
0
134884
2
0.4
4
0
133330
2
0.6
5
0
133097
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4.3

High Availability

5.

False Grant/Denial Rate

To test the availability of the TMS, we simulated the
same workload from Section 4.2 with the addition of random TMS node crashes. In each simulation, we varied the
degree of replication as described in Section 2.7. As in our
earlier simulations, the number of TMS nodes was ten. A
TMS invocation (i.e., report() or evaluate()) is considered a success if at least one replica responds. Otherwise,
if no replicas are available, then the invocation is considered a failure. Our results appear in Table 2 where K is

eBay - False Grants
eBay - False Denials
PeerTrust - False Grants
PeerTrust - False Denials
EWMA - False Grants
EWMA - False Denials
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0.02

0.01

50
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RELATED WORK

Much previous research has been done on reputation management systems in applications ranging from online auctions to Web service selection to peer-to-peer networks. eBay
is one of the best known examples of a reputation management system for an online auction site [1]. eBay allows buyers and sellers to rate each other after each transaction as
we described in Section 3.3.1. The eBay scoring function is
vulnerable to strategic behavior as pointed out in [21].
Reputation management systems have also been developed for the problem of clients wanting to select the most
reputable Web services. Zeng et al. proposed a Web service
quality model where reputation is one of their five quality
attributes considered [23]. Verity, which measures the consistency in service providers to deliver the QoS level specified
in their contracts, has been proposed as a metric to evaluate the reputation of Web services [14]. The robustness of
reputation systems for Web service selection has also been
considered [17]. Unlike existing work on Web service selection, our work looks at reputation from the perspective
of services that want to avoid granting requests to untrustworthy clients rather than helping clients select the most
reputable Web services.

1000 2000 5000

Transaction Period

Figure 7: False Grant and Denial Rates
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The prevalence of bogus content being disseminated in
peer-to-peer file sharing applications has also led to much research on reputation management systems for peer-to-peer
networks. XRep runs a polling protocol that allows peers
to judge the reputations of resources as well as resource
providers [8]. EigenTrust relies on the notion of transitive
trust [15]. PeerTrust includes a trust metric that considers
five features described in Section 3.3.2 [21]. Unlike a peer-topeer network running a single application, an infrastructure
hosting many services will potentially run many different
applications with each one having its own criteria for trust.
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CONCLUSION

Our reputation-based trust management framework supports the synthesis of trust-related feedback from multiple
services hosted within an infrastructure while still providing the flexibility for each service to apply its own reputation scoring function. Rather than assuming a single global
trust metric like many existing reputation systems, we allow
each service to use its own trust metrics to meet its local
trust requirements. Since our framework supports multiple
reputation scoring functions, our trust management service
complements existing work on reputation management systems. We have evaluated our approach in both LAN and
WAN environments with a realistic application. We also
compared different scoring functions within our framework.
Our results indicate that different scoring functions can be
effectively supported within our framework with little additional performance overhead and high availability.
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